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Handout

How to Put More Fruit on Your Trees

Tree Location, Heat and Water

Sunlight on trees. Fruit trees require full sun to produce good crops of quality fruit. Full sun is 6 or more hours of

direct sunlight. lf the trees are shaded for much of the day by buildings or trees, they will have less fruit. Do

evervthinR possible to increase the amount of direct sunlight vour tree receives.

Sunlight in trees. Most of the sunlight is received by the leaves on the outside edges of the tree. The inside areas of

larger trees with dense branches are heavily shaded. The stronger the shade, the weaker the growth. Shaded areas

of the tree will produce fewer and poorer flowers and fruit (if they produce any at all). To put more fruit on vour

trees, prune to open them up so that direct sunlight hits all the leaves on the tree.

Heat. Peaches, nectarines and apricots do best when summers are warm. We cannot control the weather, but we

can plant these trees in a location with a southern exposure and/or plant them against a wall.

Water. Most of the feeder roots of fruit trees are in the top 12" of soil. lf the soil around these roots is saturated, or

too dry, the roots will die and the ability of the tree to produce fruit will be reduced.

a. Drainage - Ensure the water table is alwavs below 12" and that there.is never standing water on the soil

surface - even for a dav or two - at anv time of the vear.

b. lrrigation - On the West Coast of BC we usually only need to irrigate during the summer months; however,

these are critical months for fruit bud initiation and fruit growth. Ensure the trees are not stressed by

drought. In hot drv weather vou mav need to irrigate trees for two to three hours once or twice a week.

Sandy and gravelly soils require more frequent irrigation than heavier soils composed of clay or silt.

Tree Growth

Growing fruit is a balancing act between not enough growth and too much growth. When the tree's growth is

optimum, more fruit buds and potentially more fruit can be produced.

Measuring the amount of growth. Growth is different for different types of fruit and will vary from year to year.

Measure the leading terminals growing outwards at a 45 deeree anele around the outside of mature. free standinA

trees, and take an average of these measurements. The following are guideline amounts for growth on trees,

although growth does vary considerably between cultivars:

i. Apples and European Plums- 25 - 30 cm (10" - 12")

ii. Pears, Cherries and Japanese Plums - 30 - 35 cm (1-2" - 1-4")

iii. Apricots and Peaches - 40 - 50 cm (l-6" - 20")

Location of new growth: There is often more growth on the top of trees than the bottom. lf there is too much

growth on the top and none on the bottom branches. use pruning and trainins techniques to stimulate the bottom

of the tree and to direct the top of the tree into fruit production.
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Managing Tree Growth

The following are some of the key things you can do to improve fruit production of your trees. Throughout this process

keep records of what vou tried so vou can determine what worked and what did not work. Note: the things that work

for your trees may be different from those that work in other gardens.

1. Competition. Fruit trees are not good competitors; grass growing under fruit trees can use more than half of the

available nutrients and water. Other trees and shrubs can also be a problem. lf vour trees are growing too slowlv.

remove competitive plants under and beside them. This will provide them with more water and nutrients and

increase growth.

2. Tree Nutrition. Fruit trees need to have optimum nutrition for fruit bud initiation, blossom, pollination, fertilization,

fruit set and fruit growth. Fruit trees need many nutrients for general tree health, but nitrogen is the primary

nutrient with a direct impact on growth and fruit production.

a. Soil applied nitrogen. Too much soil applied nitrogen can cause excessive growth. lf vour trees are growing

too slowlv, nitrogen applications can be increased. lf growth is too much. nitrogen application can be

decreased or eliminated and grass or another competitive plant can be planted under the tree to absorb

some of the excess nitrogen. Nitrogen can be applied to the soil in the autumn, earlv spring through earlv

summer (June). Do not applv nitrogen to the soil during mid or late summer or vour tree mav continue to

grow vigorouslv through the fall and not develop the dormancv required to prevent winter iniurv.

b. Foliar applied nitrogen. Foliar application of nutrients containins nitrogen such as fish fertilizer or 20-20-20

can be applied to a tree at anv time during the growing season to give the tree and nutrient boost. This

boost will be short lived because the amount of actual nitrogen in foliar applications is fairlv small.

3. Pruning and training

a. Apical dominance. This is the control exerted by the apical (topmost) bud over the growth of the buds

below it. The apical bud produces plant hormones that flow downward inside the shoot, suppressing the
growth of the lower buds. The growth of trees can be decreased or increased bv various tvpes of pruning,

and bv bending branches to control apical dominance.

b. Shoot angle. Apical dominance is strongest in vertical shoots and these fast growing vertical shoots do not

form many fruit buds. Bending the shoot to between 30 and 60 degrees or pruning out vertical branches and

selecting for branches at this angle, will weaken apical dominance. Growth will slow and more side branches

and potential fruit buds will be produced. Horizontal and below-horizontal branches have no apical

dominance and will become weak and unproductive.

c. Removing the apical bud or tipping. When the apical bud is cut off, some of the buds just below the cut will

start to grow. This technique is used to grow branches in specific locations and to stimulate areas of trees

that are weak or not growing. TippinR will increase the growth of a tree in a localized area around the cut
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when it needs to be stimulated to improve tree balance. Old fruiting spurs more than 5 vears old can be

tipped to stimulate new vouns fruit bud production.

e. Thinning cuts. Thinning is the removal of a shoot or branch completely or back to where it joins another

branch. This tvpe of pruning cut opens up the tree to allow more sunlisht into the interior and is much less

stimulatins than tippine. lf a tree is growing too fast. all prunins cuts should be thinnins cuts.

f. Dormant season pruning. Pruning fruit trees during the dormant season, especially tipping in one year old

wood, has a localized stimulating effect. lf a tree is growing too fast. onlv do structural pruning and thinning

cuts during the dormant season. lf the tree is Rrowing too slow, it can be stimulated bv tipping cuts.

g. Summer pruning. Pruning during the summer removes leaves and terminal buds and slows growth in a

localized area, the opposite of dormant pruning. lf a tree is growing too fast, summer pruning can be used to

re-balance the tree. The most common tree that is summer pruned is apple. The most common technique is

cutting vegetative shoots over 6" lons to 5 leaves (or 5 buds) in both June and Aueust. or iust late Julv. This

tvpe of pruning stops growth, eliminates apical dominance and results in weak re-growth that often

produces fruit buds one or two vears later. The phvsical damage to the tree where the cut was made

produces ethvlene. a plant hormone that is known to shift bud development towards fruit bud

development.

h. Biennial bearing of apples. When a fruit is growing on an apple fruit spur, the hormones produced by the

apple prevent the initiation of flower buds for the following year on that spur. lf all the fruit spurs have an

apple growing on them, there will be very few flowers the following year and a small crop. This is called

biennial bearing, and is common. For the health and productivitv of the tree, pruning and thinnins should be

done to reduce biennial bearing.

Flower Bud Development, Blossom, Pollination, Fruit Set

l, The Initiation of flower buds for next year

a. lt is important to know when fruit bud initiation starts and how long it takes. Anvthins that happens to vour

trees such as hot or cold weather, too much or too little water, pruning, fruit thinnine, etc. durine fruit

initiation has the potential to increase or decrease the bloom the next sprinR.

b. When initiation starts for each of the types of fruit trees:

i. Apples - 3 -4weeks after bloom

ii. Pears - July

iii. Peaches - June

iv. Plums - July

v. Cherries - early July

vi. Apricots - August

2. Flower bud identification

a. After initiation, flower buds take from a few weeks to the following spring to complete development. They

become visible during the summer and early fall.
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b. Apples, pears, cherries, plums and apricots produce most of their fruit buds on fruit spurs. The best fruit

spurs are 2 - 5 years old. Some cultivars of these trees also produce some fruit on lateral buds at the base of

the previous year's growth.

c. Peaches and nectarines both produce fruit only on one year old branches.

3. Cross pollination - make sure vou research vour cultivars to ensure thev are suitable cross pollinizers, both

compatible geneticallv. and in bloom timine. Pollinizers need to be located close to the tree to be pollinated, no

more than 100 feet awav. To achieve fruit set, pollen must be transferred from the male part of a blossom to the

female part of a receptive blossom; then the pollen must germinate and grow down through the style (female part)

to the ovary and fertilize it.

a. Apples and Pears - these trees have the most complex pollination situation of all tree fruits. lf 5% of the

flowers set, you will have a full crop.

i. Apples - some apples are self-fertile or partially self fertile, though all apples benefit from cross

pollination. The pollen of triploid apple cultivars such as Jonagold and Gravenstein is sterile, they cannot

pollinate themselves or other apples. Flowering crabapples produce !arge amounts of pollen and are

commonlv used to cross pollinate apples in orchards. Thev will also work in vour backvard. Apples have

a potential 10 seeds in 5 carpels; as the seeds grow thev stimulate the apple to grow. Better cross

pollination results in more seeds. and more seeds veild larger fruit.

ii. European Pears - require cross pollination; some, such as Bartlett and Seckel, cannot pollinate each

other. Check to make sure the cultivars vou have are compatible.

iii. Asian Pears - some are self-fruitful, some partly self fruitful, but all benefit from cross pollination from

another Asian Pear.

b. Cherries and Plums - Cherries require 30% of the blossoms to set for a full crop, plums 5o/o - 2A%o

i. Sweet Cherries - the old varieties were self-unfruitful. Newer cultivars - particularly those produced at

the Summerland Research Station - are self-fruitful and do not need cross pollination.

ii. Sour Cherries - are self-fruitful and do not need cross pollination.

iii. Plums - As a general rule, Japanese and European plum cultivars will not pollinate each other. Some

plums are self-fertile others are not, so research the cultivars. ltalian prune plums are self-fruitful and do

not need cross pollination.

c. Apricots, Peaches and Nectarines - require L5% - 30% of blossoms to set for a full crop.

i. Apricots - generally self-fertile and do not need cross pollination.

ii. Peach and Nectarines - generally self-fertile and do not need cross pollination.

d. Other ways to ensure your tree has a polinizer.

i. Hang a vase in vour tree with flowering branches cut from a good pollinizer for vou cultivar.

ii. Graft a branch of a good pollinizer onto your tree.
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4. The blossom period - extend it if vou can. The longer that blossoms are healthy, open and receptive, the higher the

chance of pollen transfer, fertilization and fruit set'

a. Nutrients.

i. Foliar applied nitrogen - Foliar applications of small amounts of nitrosen iust before bloom mav

increase fruit set bv increasins the length of time the flowers are available for pollen transfer and for

pollen tube growth. Foliar nitrogen can come from organic sources such as fish fertilizer or chemical

sources such as 20-20-20.

ii. Boron - This nutrient is critical for pollen viability, pollen tube growth, fertilization, fruit set and fruit

growth. lf you have low boron levels in yourtree, the levelmust be increased to put more fruit on

your trees. Boron is difficult to apply to tree fruit because the difference between deficiency and

toxicity is small and trees do not take . lf Vou onlV have a few garden fruit trees, the best approach is

to applV a foliar nutrient sprav like 20-20-20 that contains boron iust before the trees come into

bloom. lf vou have manV trees find the recommendations for commercial orchards.

c. Temperature. The cooler the weather, the less chance that pollinator insects will be flying, the lower the

germination of pollen, the slower the growth of pollen tubes, and the lower the rate of fertilization and fruit

set. lf weather is cool, do evervthing Vou can to extend the blossom period with nutrients, add more

pollinator insects. and as a last resort, become a pollinator.

d. Pollinator insects - honey bees, mason bees and other bees.

i. Mason bees have become very popular for home gardens and small orchards. These bees are very

efficient pollinators. Thev are wild so vou can either collect them or purchase them from local suppliers'

or vou can provide them with a place to nest during the late spring and vou should have more bees for

vour trees the next spring.

ii. Honey bees are still used by commercial orchardists, but unless a neighbour has a hive or two, you will

have to rely on mason bees and other wild bees.

e. Become a human pollinator - people with paint brushes can be successful pollinators. Onlv pollinate one or

two flowers per cluster.

f. Blossom thinning. lf vou onlv have a few small trees. blossom thinning should be considered. The timing is

when most of the blossoms are open. but watch out for bees.! You can pinch the blossoms off with vour

fingers or use small scissors.

1. Apple blossom thinning is to remove all the blossoms from up to half of the spurs in a Vear when a large

crop is expected. This allows some spurs to rest and to increase the size of remaining fruit. Leave one

strong blossom per cluster and space fruit 4" apart. The King bloom, the larEest flower are the center of

the cluster. is often deformed in some varieties. Keep the strongest of the side blooms

ii. Pear blossom thinning - space flowers 4" to 6" apart.

iii. Peach and nectarine - space flowers 4" - 6" apart.

iv. Aoricot - space flowers 2" apart for small fruited cultivars and 4"apart for large cultivars.
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Post bloom time

1. Thinning the small fruit
a. Apples - Fruit should be thinned to allow some spurs to rest for return bloom. Thinnine is also done to remove

poor qualitv fruit and to increase the size of fruit. In general do not leave more than one apple on each spur or

4" - 6" apart.

b. Pears - thin 4" - 6" apart.

c. Peaches and Nectarines - thin 4" - 6" apart.

d. Apricots - thin to 2" apart for small fruited cultivars and 4" apart for large fruited cultivars.

e. Cherries and Plums - these smaller fruit are rarely thinned.

2. June drop - June drop from poor pollination cannot be stopped once it is underway. lf June drop is severe, pav more

attention to all the techniques earlier in this document to increase successful pollination and fruit iet next Vear.

3. Fruit drop during the rest of the summer - right up to harvest, drop may be caused by fruit to fruit competition,

stress on the tree from disease, extremes of weather, or drought. lrrigate consistentlv during hot drv weather.

Harvest

1. Apples - up to a few weeks before harvest time the carbohydrates in apple fruit are primarily starch. Then, the

starches start converting to sugars, the fruit become softer and more flavourful, and red color develops. Calendar

harvest dates are unreliable: the best test for maturitv is the potassium-iodide test. ln the home garden the best

test is usuallv the harvest test - when the fruit are easilv picked and a few are fallins off the tree.

2. Pears - Alwavs pick Pears green. For home gardens the best maturitv test is to put vour hand under the fruit and lift

to 90 desree sidewavs. lf readv, most will come off the tree when vou do this.

3. Stone fruit - Extremelv variable, research the cultivar vou are growing for when to harvest.

For more information please contact:

Richard Hallman

richard@richard hallman.ca

www. richard hall man.ca
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Glossary

Age of wood - one year old wood is the shoot that grew in the last growing season to the first set of bud scale rings' Two

year old growth is between the first and second bud scale rings, three year old and older wood is determined in the same

way

Biennial cropping - producing a heavy crop every other year and very little fruit in the year between'

Blossoms - another term for flowers

Bud scale rings - the rings in tree bark that mark the end of each year's growth

Determinant - a shoot that has a set number of flowers and ends in a flower

Diploid apples - have two sets of chromosomes as do most plants and animals. See 'Triploid'

Dormant period - from leaf fall in autumn until the first flowers or leaves come out in the spring.

Dormant pruning - pruning during the dormant season

Fertilization - the process of the growth of the pollen tube from the pollen down into the flower to fehilize the ovule.

Fruit buds - also called flower or blossom buds - these are the buds that will produce blossoms in the spring

Fruit set - the fruit is set when the newly fertilized fruit starts to grow

Fruit scar - the scar left on the tree when the fruit is harvested or falls from the tree. These scars are most obvious on apple

and pear trees

Fruit spurs - short slow growing branches where most fruit buds are produced in all but peach and nectarine trees

Growing season - from when the first flowers or leaves come out in the spring till leaf fall

Indeterminate - A flowering shoot that starts flowering from the bottom and continues to produce more flowers at the top

lnternodes - space between nodes

Leaf buds - also called lateral buds - these are the buds produced on the side of branches and will develop into shoots in the

spring. The location of a lateral bud is called a node.

partially self-fruitful - trees that will set some fruit with their own pollen, but much more will set with cross pollination

pistil - female part of a flower. The top is the stigma supported by the style, the bottom is the ovary.

pollenizer - the tree that produces the pollen. Fruit types can only pollenize others of the same type.
pollination - the process of transfer of pollen from the male part of a flower to the female part of the same or another

flower

Pollinator - the agent that transfers pollen from one flower to another

Self-unfruitful - also called self infertile, trees that will set little or no fruit with their own pollen, but their pollen can

pollinate other trees
Self-fruitful - also call self-fertile, trees that can be successfully pollinated with their own pollen

Stamen - the male part of the flower. The top is the anther where the pollen are produced, supported by the long filament.

Summer pruning - pruning during the growing season

Terminal buds - also called apical buds, these are the top or end buds on shoots. Some fruit trees produce terminal fruit

buds, but most terminal buds will grow into shoots

Thinning cuts - The removal of an entire branch. On larger branches, the cut should be made just outside the branch collar.

Making thinning cuts is sometimes called fork pruning.

Tipping cuts - Cuts in one-year-old wood removing the apical bud. On some soft new growth in early spring, the apical bud

can simply be pinched out. Cuts should be made just above a bud. lf buds are produced opposite (one on either side of the

shoot), cut straight across the shoot just above both buds. lf buds are alternate (not opposite), make a slanting cut about

7f4" above the bud.

Triploid apples - have three sets of chromosomes, a very unusual situation, most plants and animals have two sets. The

pollen of triploid apples is sterile, it cannot fertilize its own flowers or those of any other apple. There needs to be a second

apple to cross pollinate the triploid apple and usually a third apple to cross pollinate the second apple. Crabapple

pollenizers are often used to pollinate triploid apples in commercial orchards.

Vegetative growth - the growth of branches and leaves that do not produce fruit buds
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